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Part B: Report on standards

91358:  Demonstrate understanding of how technological modelling
supports risk management
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

• based their reports around their own practice or embedded the knowledge gained from case study
into their own practice

• identified different forms of modelling and clearly explained the risks involved in developing their
outcome

• talked about types of modelling for particular stakeholder groups ie  I showed my teacher the
technical drawings as she would understand them, where my client might get confused ….

• had a number of stakeholders or, if stakeholder numbers were limited, still identified the different
models and risks that required managing

• knew the difference between could i.e. technical - how to make it happen and how it is happening;
and should - practical - is this the right way to manage this risk i.e. should it be happening in terms
of the social and physical environment.

• used their own words and were not limited by writing frames that limited their responses.

Candidates who were assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

• wrote aprototypereport which demonstrated a good understanding of the technological process
but lacked identification of  modelsand the associated  riskse.g. case studies such as Furnware/
Mustang(Ford) only show prototype development, often with no acknowledgement of modelling/
risks/stakeholder involvement

• confused the risk of a modelling type with the risk in the development of their outcome.
• mentioned my modeland the riskin generic terms only
• referred only to self e.g.I decided to …      no mention of stakeholders or their part in outcome

development
• responded only to what stakeholders told them to do - no student voice
• listed risks at the beginning of the report but did not mention the different stakeholders, decisions,

or any shouldor couldfactors.
• did not link any decisions made to models, or to what shouldor couldbe done at certain stages of

the outcomes development.
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Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

• had clear sections for each model or stage of outcome development
• acknowledged each modelling type and the risk to be managed
• identified risk, the probability of it happening, the effect if it happened and the level this would

impact outcome development
• used a measuring or scale system to analyse the severity and probability of a risk
• were able to explain why different modelling types were done at particular times during the

outcomes development and how this informed decisions in regards to the practical reasoning
(should) and functional reasoning (could)

• demonstrated knowledge of a number of different risks and modelling forms without repeating
information.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

• structured their reports clearly with risks identified, a status given, and clear links between decisions
and the practical and functional reasonings

• described stakeholder roles, identified their expertise and what and how they would be utilised
throughout the development process

• explained the validity and reliability of a modelling process, and the measures taken to provide
valid and reliable data or outcomes

• discussed only models that were relevant to the outcome, enabling a decision to be reached
• used a variety of modelling forms, that enabled valid and reliable feedback without repeating the

risk, stakeholder feedback or the same could or should evidence.

Standard specific comments

Candidates are encouraged to structure their reports and write succinctly.

The focus for this report must be modelling and how it enables the managing of risks. Some candidates
wrote long, prototype development reports; often with low level links between modelling and the
managing of risks.

Candidates should limit their evidence to what they know and understand about the link between their
models and the risks or likelihood of risks rather than providing evidence of what they have done.

There is no benefit to candidates of including images from their workbooks if these are illegible.
Candidates should only include images that are legible and large enough for the detail to be seen. Image
quality/download is sometimes lost on Google Drive before a PDF is made. Candidates should check
what their reports look like as PDFs before they are sent.

Some candidates just responded to what stakeholders told them to “do” rather than the feedback from
a model that enabled them to make a ‘go forward’ decision. For example: My teacher told me to make
it bigger, better, faster …  vs  My teacher pointed out that there may be scale issues and I decided to
make it bigger which showed me …….

Many candidates did not structure their report according to what they had mentioned in their
introduction. They outlined all the assessment requirements and then did not mention these again.
For example: I will discuss the type, severity and probability of risks” (NOT discussed) or Stakeholder
feedback was reliable and valid” (never mentioned again).

Candidates are encouraged not to use generic, repetitive phrases throughout their reports with no or
minimal discussion of the type of model. For example: This risk minimised the risk of the outcome not
being fit for purpose OR This meant it was suitable both for social and physical environments mitigating
a risk.

Less successful candidates appeared to be confused about where the risk was. Candidates’ reports
should not be about the advantages or disadvantages of certain model types, i.e.“thumbnails don’t
show details”. Candidates need to demonstrate their understanding of the risks shown or mitigated by
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a particular type of modelling. For example: “the thumbnails removed the risk of me not getting all my
ideas down quickly”.

Successful candidates identified a risk (e.g. running out of time) and gave it a severity rating (i.e. high
severity) or stated the probability of the risk happening (e.g. quite probably because I work slowly).

Candidates who did not meet the standard for excellence  often did not use the valid and reliable
feedback from their stakeholders to build a discussion around the models that inspired the feedback.
For example:   NOT I did this process because it is a reliable process” OR This is a reliable and valid
modelling to be using …..  BUT During this process I showed the model to my teacher who is an expert
at X and they advised YZ which I knew to be reliable and valid evidence/input ….or…. the data gathered
was valid as I only surveyed specific XY stakeholders…. enabling me to see …..

91359:  Demonstrate understanding of the role of material evaluation
in product development
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

• used testing and trialling techniques to evaluate the performance of a material within in a particular
context or product

• included the use of knowledge relating to composition, change in composition and structure,
• used relevant tests and trials,
• tested hypotheses regarding the suitability of a materials.

Candidates who were assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

• described generic knowledge relating to a product without applying it to the specifics of evaluation
techniques and processes

• used little knowledge of the actual product, material or evaluation processes
• only used an initial brief as performance specifications that did not allow for the demonstration

of knowledge
• focussed on the development of a product without referring to the evaluation procedures of the

materials
• described the process of technological practice without demonstrating the understanding of

material evaluation
• focused on testing a whole product rather than aspects of incorporated materials to be selected

for use in the product.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

• explained the selection of materials after a process of evaluation – testing trialling in various forms
• explained the knowledge and techniques used in the evaluation processes and made the decisions

and rationale for selection clear in this explanation.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

• used a reasoned argument to make a decision regarding selection of a material(s) after evaluative
techniques were applied - this may have included testing more than one feasible component,
ingredient or material and making a reasoned choice given the performance properties required
of the end product

• developed a conclusion relating to suitability of a material in relation to the product’s design
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• included the maintenance and disposal implications of using a specific material within the product.

Standard specific comments

The focus of this standard is on the evaluation methods and procedures used to determine the suitability
of (a) material(s) for use in development of a product. This means a candidate is expected to explain the
link between the performance properties of a material and how this relates to the required performance
specifications of a specific product. This also requires the candidate to demonstrate knowledge of the
testing and trialling procedures used to make the selection of a material to use, i.e. test, trial and come
to a conclusion about the material’s suitability within the context of the product.

The standard directs candidates to describe the knowledge and techniques/procedures used to make
decisions about the material selection in the development of a product. This includes the use of codified
knowledge in conjunction with other testing and evaluation techniques. The focus is not on the process
of generic development of a product but the selection of specifics after testing, trialling or application of
knowledge. Candidates whose report focused on material evaluation and selection, and not solely the
development of a product, were more likely to be successful

The evaluation processes may be subjective, objective or both. Candidates who included both categories
of evaluation were more likely to achieve as this demonstrated greater understanding in the selection
process.

Many candidates showed lack of clarity around social, cultural and environmental factors associated
with where the product is to be situated. Candidates need access to relevant information if the material/
product is not one they are using. Testing and trialling must be relevant to the product and the
performance specifications in order to demonstrate reasoned decisions.

91360:  Demonstrate understanding of redundancy and reliability in
technological systems

Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

• selected an appropriate technological system or systems to report on
• described the application of redundancy to a specific technological system
• described the application of reliability to a specific technological system
• had a clear understanding of redundancy as duplication of function
• had a clear understanding of reliability as consistency of function
• provided clear evidence using technical details
• described the social, cultural and or environmental importance of reliability and redundancy.

Candidates who were assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

• had a limited understanding of what a system is
• misunderstood the meaning of redundancy
• wrote in general terms about redundancy and/or reliability without linking it to a specific

technological system.
• had an imprecise understanding of a technological system; sometimes candidates reported on

organisational systems such as people making backup copies of data or having a second pilot in
an aircraft

• reproduced technical detail without linking it to redundancy or reliability.
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Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

• explained why decisions regarding redundancy were made in the development of a specific
technological system

• explained why decisions regarding reliability were made in the development of a specific
technological system

• candidates made the links explicit in the development stages of a specific technological system to
redundancy and reliability.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

• extended their explanations into discussions by explaining alternatives, comparisons and contrasts
• gave clear reasoning about decisions made during design of a system to enhance either automated

or human required maintenance.

Standard specific comments

Candidates were required to demonstrate their understandings of redundancy and reliability in
technological systems. Candidates chose from a wide range of appropriate systems.

Generally, candidates presented their work in a suitable manner. Most candidates provided submissions
on A4 pages within the 10-page limit in the font suggested.

Candidates who submitted less than 10 pages were not disadvantaged. Reports on grade boundaries
were often not improved by using 10 pages. Generally, the reverse was true with candidates presenting
material they did not understand in an attempt to fill up the report. This frequently worked against the
candidate.

Candidates who restricted their report to what they actually understood based their reports upon
existing, rather than their own, electronic systems generally did better because the candidate’s own
practice seldom included the redundancy aspects of systems required to meet the standard.

Candidates who purposefully chose systems where there was sufficient information on the design and
maintenance aspects of technological systems did well. When choosing systems to write about in the
report candidates need to make sure that they have access to all the information they need.

Many candidates did not satisfactorily cover the design and maintenance aspects; those who did
presented information on aspects such as automatic detection and indication of errors, systems that
can automatically correct errors, extra reliability or redundancy to avoid human input and features of
the systems that assisted maintenance personnel.

Many candidates included diagrams and images but seldom referred to these in their explanations.
Images and diagrams should be strategically used to support candidates own explanations and
discussions.

Candidates should reference their work.

91363:  Demonstrate understanding of sustainability in design
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

• described a Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) model and the Sustainability Venn Diagram and then used
these to inform their own Technological Practice and/or critique a product and the practice of others

• described how design decisions or interventions could increase the sustainability of a product
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• described how life cycle analysis of an outcome enabled them to identify innovative practice that
addressed social, economic, or environmental concerns and could contribute to, and enhance,
product sustainability.

Candidates who were assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

• included models of Life Cycle Analysis (LCA), Cradle to Cradle and/or the Sustainability Venn
Diagram but had no descriptors and showed limited understanding

• described Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) but with limited evidence that informed the considerations to
determine the focus for design interventions

• focused on Fairtrade and ethics rather than sustainability in design
• produced a report that was limited to how and why materials may be produced, recycled, or reused,

or limited their report to explanations about how to prolong the life of an outcome
• described the life cycle of a material such as cotton, plastic. or aluminium without incorporating

‘design’
• produced a report where large sections were “cut and paste”, with no student voice or discussion

of own technology practice.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

• explained how Lifecycle Analysis (LCA) influenced innovations made by designers in case studies
• submitted evidence derived from their own Technological Practice and conducted an LCA of an

existing product and explained the focus for design innovation. This knowledge was often applied
within their own development of a sustainable technological outcome

• explained how the competing priorities and compromises were managed within the development
and lifecycle of a sustainable technological outcome

• showed an in-depth understanding of sustainability in design – in particular, design decisions that
impacted on the sustainability of the outcome (both positive and negative).

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

• emphasised the competing priorities and compromises made as a result of life cycle analysis in
the development of a sustainable technological outcome. This was often evident within naturally
occurring evidence where a student was required to address dilemmas and balance in different
aspects of the LCA; conflicting social, environmental, and economic factors; and demands within
their own practice

• discussed how life cycle analysis can influence a technologist’s design decisions to improve the
social, economic, or environmental sustainability of an outcome

• discussed their own technological practice, and that of another technologist's, in  relation to
sustainability in design

• included a high level of independent voice and reflective comment on their practice that justified the
compromises made and illustrated, and demonstrated an understanding of sustainability in design.

Standard specific comments

There has been a significant improvement in candidates’ understanding of sustainability in design. In
2017, candidates’ reports were often less than 10 pages in length and written in a focussed and coherent
way. Gains in overall achievement were most evident for merit and excellence.

The majority of successful candidates explored Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) and used the Sustainability
Venn Diagram to identify areas where economic, environmental and social factors could be influenced
and resolved by innovative design decisions to increase the sustainability of a product. Often candidates
were able to identify alternatives that would increase the sustainability of a product, both within their
own technological practice and/or in the practice of others.

Many candidates reported on life cycle analysis without showing evidence of understanding of life cycle
assessment as a method for assessing the environmental aspect of a product through its life cycle.
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A common issue was candidates stating, inaccurately, that the product meets the LCA where LCA is an
assessment of all the outputs and inputs into a product’s life from raw materials to its disposal.

It is essential that the candidate’s chosen context aligns with the achievement standard and enables
the candidate to demonstrate an in-depth understanding of sustainability in design.

Candidates that were very successful were able to comment on innovations, positives, negatives, the
compromises and competing priorities.

Reports that followed a template often enabled candidates to gain achieved grades, but did not enable
them to gain the higher grades.

Candidates would benefit from a report structure that included innovation, competing priorities,
compromises and relevance to either their practice or the practice of others.

Candidates are encouraged to proof read their reports to ensure consistency. Candidates are also
encouraged to adhere to all report writing guidelines, as some reports did not meet the 2017 Assessment
Specifications for font size and margin settings.

91367:  Demonstrate understanding of advanced concepts relating to
managing shared information within information systems
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

• met all the basic requirements for achieved
• explained the file management considerations  related to shared information and the role of an

information system for managing this shared information within an organisation
• described ethical and legal issues related to shared information within an organisation, and the

related procedures and conventions for privacy and permission
• described back-up procedures and conventions for information systems within an organisation
• identified the input, storage, retrieval and manipulation of data within an information system
• used the required formatting and kept within the page length (10 pages).

Candidates who were assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

• used examples which did not allow them to produce the evidence needed for the standard
• left out the identification of inputs and / or the manipulation of data within the system to turn it

into information that was fit for purpose
• could not identify the storage or retrieval of data within an information system.
• followed a template or direction which limited their explanation, description and understanding
• could not describe back-up procedures and conventions within an organisation’s setting
• produced lists of hardware and software that organisations used without being able to explain how

they were used in the management of information.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

• wrote reports that demonstrated they understood in-depth  how all the advanced concepts
(hardware, software, input output, storage manipulation, backup, privacy, permissions) worked
together in a process to produce information that was fit for purpose for an organisation

• had researched and reported on a specific organisation (often their school) and were able to explain
in-depth and discuss the issues relating to information management including legal and ethical
issues of managing shared information.
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Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

• wrote reports with a comprehensive understanding of the process of managing information at their
chosen organisations

• could independently evaluate procedures and conventions for privacy and permissions and back
up procedures

• comprehensively discussed their chosen organisation’s information system, evaluated the
components, and offered an alternative procedure where they felt it was warranted.

Standard specific comments

Some reports demonstrated good understanding. 

Candidates who used templates and were given specific questions to answer, or specific tasks to
complete sometimes demonstrated a lack of understanding of the process of information management.

Some reports were over the 10-page limit. In some cases, students did not meet the all the requirements
of the standard in the first 10-11 pages of the reports, although it was clear the student had a good
understanding. 

Candidates are encouraged to submit their report with the suggested font size and suggested margins.  

91371:  Demonstrate understanding of advanced concepts from
computer science

Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

• followed a template or the field guide and did not further explore advanced concepts of computer
science

• described at least two ways in which different types of data could be represented using bits, such
as text and colour

• described one way data could be used but did not compare and contrast two types (such as ASCII
and Unicode

• explained what compression coding, encryption and error correction were
• only described run length encoding, Caesar cypher and the parity trick and how they are used to

encode data. Candidates who only used these methods struggled to provide Merit evidence
• provided weak or no evidence for “typical uses of encoded information” and only passed based

on holistic marking
• sometimes used a range of interfaces for the examples of Nielsen’s HCI.

Candidates who were assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

• followed a template or the field guide and this did not always allow candidates to demonstrate
understanding

• did not complete or attempt to complete entire sections
• used examples that are not related to digital technologies
• only described one way that data could be described as bits
• showed how run length encoding, Caesar cypher, parity trick or others work without connecting

them to compression coding, encryption or error correction
• did not make use of Nielsen’s HCI, or only gave one example
• discussed HCI examples by a number without saying what it was such as “this interface fails

heuristic number three because…”
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Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

• explored the differences between different data representations such as ASCII vs Unicode and
different colour depths and human perception of it

• did not use run length encoding, Caesar cypher, parity trick as a widely used technology
• discussed technologies such as JPG, password hashing or ISBN and explained the widely used

technology they are found in
• examined a single HCI and found where it both met and failed to meet a number of Nielsen’s

heuristics. Note: there is no need for candidates to meet the Achieved criteria for HCI if they have
met the Merit criteria.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

• demonstrated thinking that goes beyond a template or the field guide
• chose an example from compression coding, encryption or error correction and went into depth to

evaluate it. Such as JPG, password hashing or ISBN
• gave an evaluation that included looking at where the technology is suited or not suited to certain

applications and its limitations
• provided an evaluation that compared the technology with other related technologies and

explaining where one is better than the other such as JPG vs PNG
• fully explained which heuristics could be improved and how they could be improved
• suggested two or more improvements to an HCI (and they were heuristics).

Standard specific comments

Teachers and candidates are advised to check the specifications for this technology standard. Marking
begins from the first page handed in. Cover sheets count and are not expected.

Many candidates appear to be following school provided templates that limit the candidate’s ability to
explore the topic in depth and show personal understanding.

Candidates need to go beyond the field guide. Using the UC field guide alone limits the grades of
candidates as they cannot always demonstrate personal understanding.

There are many ways to interpret words such as “describe”, “discuss” or “evaluate”. Some candidates
have an incomplete understanding of their meaning.
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